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ABSTRACT 

The recent development of discontinuous gully
ing appears to be largely due to clearing of the 
natural floodplain vegetation in the first half of 
the 19th century although climatic factors may 
have contributed ill' 'a minor way. Rate of heacl
cut migration is related to the frequency of flood 
flows. which in turn is a function of the frequency 
of occurrence of large rains. The upwani trend 
in the number of small rains at least since 1915 
is thought to' have reduced sediment yidds through 
its beneficial influence on tbe: catchment vegetation 
and may be another factor favouring <accderah~d 
erosion of the t1'oodplain. 

In future studies of unstable stream channels in 
alluvial deposits a distinction should be made 
between cO'nlinuoll~ trenches and discon1inuous 
gullies. When discussing the elIect" O'f vegeta
tion changes on stream behaviour a distinction 
should 'alway's be made between the vegetation 
of the catchment slopesandi that of theffnodplaln 
or alluvial fan in which the channel under study 
is situated sinc'e the same change in both may 
have opposite' effects on the' behaviour of the 
stream. 

INTRODlJCTION 

The Tea Tree Rivulet is a permanent stream 
with a drainage area O'f 32.5 square miles (Pig. 1). 
The rivulet joins the p.rosser River 4 miles ENE 
of the towllship of Buckland and along the last 
5 miles of its course where it flows through the 
Buckland Basin a wide and continuous flood
plain has deveLoped. Extensive accelerated 
channel erosion, activeai least since the late 
J 9th century, is taking place with the develop .. 
men! of discO'ntinuous gullies. 

The area is well suited to detailed studv because 
the catchment of the river is dominated by one 
lithology and modification of the vegetation cover 

the catchment slopes by human interference 
been minimal. 

A general description of the geomorphology or 
the Buckland Basin is given in an earlier paper 
(Goede, 1965). The' mean annual rainfall in 
tbe basin is approximately 63 cm rising to more 
than 90 em in the more elevated headwater 

5 

region of the rivulet while the mean annual 
is in the vicinity of 51 0 F 

basin experiences moderate 
winter due to cold air Frost Bction 

part 
erosion. 

has been observed to 
making material 

Much of eaS1ern Tasmania consists of fla! 
lying Permian and Triassic mLHlstoncs and sand
stones intrllded extensively by transgressive sills 
and dvkes of Jurassic dolerite. The catchment 
under' study is underlain almost entirely by 
dolerite wi1h the exception of a few small patches 
of Tertiary basalt on the divide near Nug,ellt and 
a low sandstone ridge to the west of where the 
rivulet enters the basin. 

The vegetation of the catchment is pre
dominantly dry sclemphyH forest with small 
patches of wet forest alO'ng some of the more 
deeply incised headwater streams. Almost the 
entire basin is uncler natural vegetation with the 
exception of three areas:--~· 

(I) A small area cleared for rough grazing 
near Nugent O'n the divide with tho 
Carlton River. 

(2) The floodplain 'Of the lower 'Jiea Tree 
which today is llsed mainly for rough 
grazing but shows evidence of more 
intensive land use in the past. 

(3) A limited area of gently sloping hill 
cO'untry, alluvial fans and terraces to 
the west of the present floodplain. 

DESCRIPTION 

1. Floodplain Morphology 
The term 'floodplain' is useu throughout as 

purdy desniptive .indicB! ing the lowest con
tinuous depositional surface associated with the 
stream. It does O,)t imply a surface subject to 
regular flooding and present day depO'sition at 
lea'St not within the areauf study. Stratigraphic; 
stud'ic's of the l100dpiain deposits, to be publisbed 
elsewhere indicate that their deposition virtually 
ceased some 3,000 years agO'. Regular overbank 
flow and active f100dplaill depositiO'n still occur 
further downstream in the Gatchousc's Marsh 
area near the junction with th~ Prosser River 
(Goede, 1965) 

https://doi.org/10.26749/rstpp.106.5
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The morphology is that uf a covered 
plain (Melton, 1936) with well levees 
grading into a backslope away from original 
river channel. The lloodplain sediments, contain 
basal dolerite gravels but arc for the most part 
line-grained with a high percentage of silt and 
clav. At a ooint less than i mile from its 
em'ergence fro~ the hills the average silt and 
clay content of the alluvium is approximately 
60% and increases in the dowllstream direction. 

187c.j 

lower 
gully 

Accelerated erosion ha, been aclive al least 
since before I874-the dale of the e3rliesl 
detaikd survey available for the area, In part 
the gullies hilVe devdopell away from the old 
channel (Plate U) at or near the Oliler margin 
of the floodplain where it is in contact Wilh an 
older alluvial terrace (Turvey Terrace) overlain 
by \',indblown sand~ Gullying appears to have 
been concentrated' here by warer spilling laterally 
across lhe floodplain at limes of <ln~rhank flow. 

looe, 
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) 1963\ 
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FIG. 2.-f-[istorical map sequence, showing the devc}opment of unstable channels . 

. No doubt another factor in promoting accelerated to a height of 20' feet ar!(l probably player) '111 
erosion was the Liearing of the floodplain for important par! in preventing rapid floodplain 
agricultural purposes in the early days of settle- erosion, 
mcnt- ·probably in the 1830's although the exact The floodplain reach of ihe Tea Tree Riyulet 
dale i~ not known~ The original llomlplain vege- shows two well developed discontimlOll& gLlllie~ 
lalion was dense scrub dominatcll by specie" of migrating upstream wiih rapid changes in channel 
tea tree (Leptospermum spp) which can grow morphology in both space ane! time (Figs. 2 and 1) 
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All that is known about the 'Onset of discon
tinuous gull)1ing is based on a survey of the 
, Twamley' property carried out by Government 
District Surveyor Wedge in March 1'874. This 
dOcumentJ is in fact a rather poor record of the 
extent of gullying at the time (Fig 2). It does 
however show the earliest effort made to confine 
gullying to what was then the main river channel. 
A diversion was dug prior to 1'874 (see Fig. 2) 
from the head of a gully developing along the 
western outer margin of the floodplain. The 
diversion did not serve its purpose. Not 'Only 

p' 

/ 

P 

did it fail to stop gullying along the floodplain 
margin but the newly dug channel became itself a 
focal point for further gullying. 

TIre next source of information is the 1946 
aerial photographs which show the development 
of two distinct gullies. These will be referred 
to from now on as the upper and' the lower 
gully (Fig. 2). A second set 'Of aerial photo
graphs of the area was taken in 1966 and enabled 
a detailed arlJalyms t0' be made of the changes 
during the intervening twenty-year period. The 
author made his first visits to the area in 1963 
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FIG. 3.-Detailed plan survey, showing upper aully and uppermost part of lower gully. 
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and the gully system has been under interrnillent 
observation since then. In February-'Mareh 1967 
a survey was made of the uppc'r gully and the 
uppermost section of the lower gully using a 
prismatic compass and 'tape with oflsets measured 
at 20 feet intervals (Fig. 3). In addition sixteen 
seclions were surveyed at intervals of 20(} to 300 
feet (Fig. 4). The'latest information on the area 
has been obtained fmm oblique aerial photo
graphs taken in November 1969 (Plate 11). The 
evidence shows tha'i we are· dealing with a very 
rapidly evolving sv·stcm. The changes with time 
can be studied in detail for the last twenty-nyc 
years and ilre summarised in liguf'c 2. . 

2. Morphology and DevelolJrnent of 
Discontinuous Gullies 

The Upper Gully 
What appears to be an early stage in the 

development of the upper gully is shown in the 
1874 survey. Comparison with the J 967 survey 
presented in figure 3' sugges'ts that the head of 
the upper guHy was in the vicinity of cross 
section pp' ,at a point now approximately 50'0 
feet downstream from the head of the lower 
gully. The 1946 aeria'l photographs show the 
head of the upper gully as having reached' a 
point between sections ee' and fJ' in figu're 3. 
During a major flood in 1960 the gLiBy head came 
within 50' feet of the river channel and a 'trench 
was dug to' divert the stream from its original 
course intI() the gully, merely has.tening an event 
that would have taken place quite soon in any 
case. The original channel downstream from 
the diversion point was abandoned' with the head
cut of the u~)per gully now migrating upstream 
along the origina') channel. 

This gully whennTSt seen in February 1963 
terminated at .its upstream end in a vertical head
cut in alluvium some 3 metres high with a deep 
plunge p(}ol at the base and located approximateIy 
10 metres downstream from section bb' in figure 
3. By July 1965 the headcut, nnw degraded 
as a result of meeting older more compacted 
alluvial sediments near its base, had migrated 
to a point at least 13 metres upstream from 
section" aa'. The average ,rate O'f upstream migra
tion of the headeu! between the two date:5 just 
mentioned is approximately 53 metres/year. 

The discussion of gully morphology is based 
largely 0'11 the deiai'led survey carried out in 
February-'JVlarch 1967 together with field observa
tions made at various times. The upper gully 
can be divided: intO' three sections. The upper sec
tion extends from the headwall upstream from 
section aa' to a point approximately midway 
between sections dd' and ee' (Fig. 3). It is tloored 
almost entirely by coarse gra vels and there is active 
bank erosion in the form of soil falls and slumps 
while the banks are vertical to slightly overhang
ing with little accumulation of slumped material. 
Bank erosion occurs mainly at or shortly after 
periods of high discha,rge. Where the stream 
had exposed older alluvial gravels loosening of the 
pebbles from the matrix due to frost heave was 
observed one winter morning following a frosty 

night. This process is probably important in 
facilitating erosion of the coarse fraction at 
times of high 11ow. Frost may also be significant 
in promoting bank erosion but this has not heen 
observed. 

Comparison of 1947 and 1967 aCI tal photo
graphy shows that a <lisl inct mcancil'r pattern has 
developed in th" upper section in the last twenty 
years \Iith 'an average wavelength of 80 metres. 

Tlw middle section eXlends from midway 
between sections dd' and ee' to approximately 

and is much more stahle. Bank l;["(lsion is 
active and for most of its. length tbe stream 

has develoDccV a remarkably straight channel along 
the junction with a higher alluvial terrace 

made up of more res.]stant 
There it much greater accumulation of slump 
material ai the fOOL of the banks and the eastern 
bank is extremely irregular ([Lie 10 numerous side 
gullies extending diagonally across the floodplain 
towards (he (wiginal stre·am channel. 

In the lower section which extends from jj' 
downstream to the head' of the lower gulJy the 
stream has more or less re-attained its previous 
floodplain level 'by overbank deposition causing 
a narrowing 'Of ,the gU'lIied channel. Distinct 
levees have devel'Oped in 'association with this 
depositional ,apron ~with the channel- itself con
sisting of long deep pools separated' by short 
shallow stretches of vegetated gravel hars. The 
charactcris,tics, of this pa rt llf the' gully a,re dearly 
no! ,those of a channel carrying a significant 
amount of bedload. In fact there appears to be 
very little transport of bedload: out of the upper 
gul:ly which has, developed largely by the winnow
ing out of the fine fraction of the alluvium with 
the coarser gravel concentrated as 'a lag dep'Osit 
particularly in the upper section. 

The Lower Gully 
The first record 'of the lower gully is found 

on the 1947 aerial photographs and a comparison 
of those with the 1967 photographs shows that 
during the twenty-year period the headcut has 
migratecl upstream a dislance 'Of approximately 
112 metres giving an average rate .of 10.6 metres 
per ye·ar. The migration rate would be quite 
erratic, not only because of the irregular 
occurrence of Large fioW's but also becaus.e head
cut migration would be slow while pass.ing throllgl
a bar (Fig. 3). As soon as it reaches the down~ 
stream enev of the next deep pool immediatd v 

upstream the poO'I will be drained with th 
sudden disp'lacement of the headcut to the nex, 
shallow reach. The latest photographs (Plate 1, 
fig. 2) taken in November 1969 shows that such an 
occurrence is now imminent. Another peculiarity 
of the headcut is that -at least since 1967 it has 
consisted of two distinct lobes (Fig. 3), the' eastern 
one taking all the water at times of low flow 
(Plate l, fig. 1). 

Although headcut migmtion of the lower gully 
-appears to take place at it much slower rate 
than that of the upper gully a valid comparison 
cannot re-aIly be made as the two rates aTe cal
culated over different periods, as well as d,ifferent 
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lengths of time. No satisfactory rate can be 
calculated for the upper gully over the period 
1947-67 because the breakthl'ough to the original 
channel was brought about by human interference. 

The lower gully can be divided into the same 
morphological sections as the upper one but in 
addition ,there is a fourth section (immediately 
downstream from the headcut) which is mor
phologically distinct and has no counterpart in 
the upper gully. This is the only section of the 
lower gully to be included in the det'ailed survey 
of 1967 (Fig. 3) and is entire'iy erosional in 
character. The floor consists mostly of fine
grained clay-rich alluvium with gravelly patches 

FIG. 4.-Cross-sections of gullies. 

metres below the general level of the fioodpJ.ain. 
The bench is best preserved on the eastern side 
of the channel and is weII shown in figures 3 and 4, 
sections nn' and pp' and less clearly in section 
00'. It represents the remains of the alluvial 
apron f.ormed by deposItion 'at the toe of the 
upper gully and where seen in section thes.e 
deposits are approximately 1 metre deep and 
overlie older alluvium. They show wen-developed 
bedding and contain a much higher percentage of 
sandcsize material than the bulk of the older 
floodplain deposits at this point. 

The remaining three sections of the 'iowe'r gully 
are morpho~ogically simi:~ar to those of the upper 

exposed in places with an anastomosing pattern 
of low water channels cut into it (Plate I, fig. 2) 
and locally well developed miniature meanders are 
present. These meanders with their sharp crested 
erosional meander cores and incipient scalloping 
of their sides resemble solution channel'S in soluble 
rock mther than classical stream meanders 
suggesting that colloidal solution of clays may well 
be a significant factor in shaping their morphology 
but the presence of po,tholes containing trapped 
dolerite pebble's indicates that mechanical erosion 
is also important. Another characteristic feature 
of the upper s.ection is the presence 'Of a well 
developed bench at a level approximately 0.5 

Positions are indicated in Fig. 3. 

gully but are longer and the channel width is 
much greater. 

DISCUSSION 
1. The Nature of Unstable Stream 

Channels 
In many pa-rts of the world today stream 

channel patterns can be found which are far 
from stable. They are usually characterised by 
rapid changes in channel morphology and are 
bounded on both sides by vertical banks cut in 
alluvium or other unconsolida'ted deposits. Such 
channels have been described under a varie'ty of 
names. In the English-speaking worM they are 
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generally referred to as gull ies or trenches, in the 
south-west of the United States as arroyos and 
in the Mediterranean areas as wadis. Unstabie 
channels are not confined 10 particular climatic 
regions although some climatic types seem [0 

otTer optimum condilions for their development, 
e.g., Mediterranean and semi-arid climates. 

Rather similar channels develop on uncon
solidated deposits other (han alluvium. They are 
wetl known on colluvial, (h:posits hut also O'ccur 
in wind-blown sediments (loess, parna) and 
deposits resulting from glaciation (till) hut for 
the sake of simplicity it is intemled to confine dis
cussion in this paper to unstable channels 
develope(~ in alluvium. 

Few workers in the field of unstable channel 
morphology have attempted to' distinguish between 
ditTcl"cll't types of channels. Antevs (J 952) pro
posed a classification into three: types: wadis in 
ar:icl regions, arroyos in semi-arid regions and 
trenches in humid regions. This classification has 
not been accented because it was based on cl:imatic 
rather than ri1orphological criteria. 

It appears to the writer that at least in situa
tions where alluvium is sufficiently cohesive to 
provide firm banks and to mainNlin vertical head
cuts a useful distinction can be made between 
two distinct types:-

(1) Alluvial Trenches. They are long and 
con'tinuolls stretches of unstable channel 
bounded by continuously cliffe'll banks. 
Although they can be quite deep they 
show signs of rapid widening ane! a 
tcndcncV' to' evolve a braided channel 
pattern' through the development of 
midstream bars. A.'HuYlal trenches 
appear to' be the result of a large 
increase in bedload apparently brought 
about by environmental changes in the 
catchment area causing an increased 
supply of coarse sediment 10 the stream. 

(2) Discontinuous G lIllies. They are usually 
developed 'On a smaller scale than COI1-
tinuous trenches. Their most important 
characteristic is that they are discon
tinuolls, Le., stretches along t he channel 
where erosion is dominant ate separated 
by stretches which are either stable or 
where deposition tends to 'Occur. Rapid 
channel widening is observed only in 
the upper parts of individuaL gul,lies 
and' changes position with the upstream 
migration of the valley hear!. Dis
continuous gullying does not appear to 
be the result of heavy bedload transport 
since it is unlikelv that vertical head
cuts in fine-graineil alluvium could sur
vive the transport of signi!-1cant amounts 
of bedload. The morphology of a 
stable stream channel' upstream of the 
discontinuous gully system can be used 
as an indicator of the rate of bedload 
movement (Schumm, 1968, J 969). 

2. The role of Vegetation 
The dominant mIe played bY' the character 

and density of the vegetation 01" the catchment 
in controlling sediment yield is weI! known. The 

vegetation cover in turn is arl'ected bv a number 
of factors which maybe climatic, ed~lphic, topo
graphIcal or anthropogelllc. Langbein and 
Schur:1m (1958) established a relationship hc,tween 
efleetlve mean annual precipitation in inches and 
the sediment yield in tnns per square mile for a 
number of relatively small catchments in the 
Un.ited States,. The authors defined etTective pre
CIpItatIOn as the amount of precipitation required 
to produce thl! same amount of fun-off as the 
actual precipitation if the ml!<tfl annuaL tempera
ture were SO° F. They also demonstrated the 
importance of vegetation as the immediate con
trol on. sediment yield using bulk density of vege·· 
tatlOn as a quantitative parameter. Their llse of 
et!ect,ive mean annual precipitation largely 
elnmnates temperature as a factor btr[ other 
aspects of rainfall are not taken intO' account 
although their importance is pointed out. 

Their graph showing the relationship between 
annual sediment )'ield and effective preoipitMion 
while admittedly showing a lot of scatter indicates 
a rapid decline in sediment yield as etTective mean 
precipitation rises from 15 inches to 40 inches. If 
a similar relationship holds in the case of Tas
manian vegetation as seems likely we can expect 
considerahle changes in sediment yield with 
rdatively small changes in effective prccipita'lion 
ove'!' the range jllst stated. Since the mean annual 
temperature in south-eastern Tasmania comes close 
to' 50''' F effective precipitation as defined by Lang
bein ·ancl Schumm (1958) can be equa ted with 
mean annual precipitation. in the Mea under study. 
The range O'f mean annual rainfall, of .15i nchcs 
to 40 inches coincides approximately wiih the sub
humid PHwince of eastern Tasmania as defined 
by Davies (1967) on the basis of Tbornthwaite's 
precipitation effectiveness index. A PE value of 
64 is accepted aslhe upper limit of the subhumid 
province and it is precisely in this province that 
wefincl stI'Ong evidence of post-glacial vaHey fills 
(Davies. 1967, Goede 1965). 

In the literature the effects of vegelation on 
stream behaviour have often been confused 
because most authors have failed to distinguish 
between the vegetation of the catchment slopes 
and the vegeta'tion of the floodplain O'r alluvial fan. 
It is clear from the literature (e.g., Langbein and 
Schumm, 1958; Musgrave, 1947) that the vegeta
tion covering the catchment slopes largely deter
mines the amount of load supplied ,to the stream. 
Within the range of me~lI1 annual rainfall with 
v"hich we are concerned (15 inches, to 40 jnch<.?s) 
vegetation clensjty is rehted illversely to sc(limcnl 
yield. Changes in vegetation density are brought 
ahout not only by climatic changes hut alsO' by 
human interference and by catastrophic events, 
especially fire. 

Next the [l'Oodplain vegetation should be con
sidered. III the case of a stream which ,is not 
entrenched in its Hoodplain the water table will 
be close to the surface ant]: a dense nalural 
l100dplain vegetMion \\ ill result even in areas 
with a drv season and where streams are inter
mittent. ·The floodpIain vegetation ill'crease~ the 
resistance of the channel banks to erosion and at 
times of overbank flow will also cause a consider
able reduction of flow velocities across thefloocl, 
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plain su Tface tending to cause deposition rather 
than erosion. The floodplain vegetation in all 
untrenched floodplain should, be relatively insen
sitive to small chang.:, in climate because of the 
groundwater supply in the alluvium. 

The floodplain vegetation, even more than the 
catchmellt vegetation, is subject to change as a 
result of human interference. Since floodplain 
soils ten d to 1)L~ fertile and are clGse to a water 
suppl!y, the' vegC'tation is of tell reduced by over
grazing o[ cleared- for agricultural use. FIGod
plain vegelation is also affected bv lires and both 
human inlervention and fires rllay reduce the 
lloociplain vegetatioll to slich an extent that it 
no longer provides adequate protection against 
accelerated floodplain erosion. Once channel 
trenching starts, there isa rapid drop in the 
groundwater level of the floodplain (Bryan, 1928) 
leading t () further rapid deterioration of the flood
plain vegetation. 

In studying past 0[' present changes in st ream 
behaviour, catchment' and floodplain vegetation 
should be considered as separate factors as they 
may react differently to dima'lic change and 
human intervention and also afl'eel stream 
behaviour in different ways. A reduction in 
catchment vegetation is likely to illcrease sedi
ment yield and may be expected to cause a 
trend towards aggr'adation while a reciuction in 
floodplain vegetation promotes channel and flood
plain erosion through increased flow velocities 
trending towards accelerated channel erosion. 

3. Possible Causes of Changes ill 
Stream Behaviour 
It is now appropriate to consider possible causes 

of changes in stream behaviour in relation to the 
field evidence obt'ained from the Tea Tree: Rivulet. 
This evidence is mainry erosional and restricted 
almost entirel!yr to a period from 1946 to the 
present. It thus consists of photographic records, 
surveY's and personal observations covering a 
period of less than twenty-five years. A review 
of 'lhelitemture presents confusing and conflicting 
views on possible conditions favouring the develop
ment of unstable channels. Much of this con
fusion appears to be due firstly to f'ailure to dis
tinguish between continuous trenches and dis
continuous gullies and secondly to failure to 
distinguish between the vegetation of the catch
ment slopes on the one hand and the floodplain 
vegetatioll' in the immediate area where the 
unstable cha'nnels are developing on the other. 

It was pointed out earlier that a stable stream 
channel upstream of the discontinuous gully 
system could be Llsed as an indicator of the mte 
of bedload movement. Schumm (1968, 1969) 
found that the width/depth ratio of a stable 
alluvial channel has a significant relationship to 
the type of sediment load ca'fIied. Bedload 
channels a're characterised by high values for the 
wilfth/depthratio. The Tea Tree Rivulet 
upstream from the upper gully has a stable 
channel characterised by a 'low width/depth ratio 
and does not provide a suitable channel mOf
phology f'Or sigrrilicant bedload transport. We 
must conclude that very little bedload is being 
derived from the catchment area at present. 

1'ossib1e causes fllr accelerated channel erosion 
in unconsolidated sediments are sea level change, 
recent tectonic movements, Ii catastrophic event 
or Ii sequence of snch events, human interference 
and climatic change. The first two causes need 
not be considered as it is ditlicult to see how they 
could produce discontinuous channel incision in a 
continuous floodpi-ain tract and as well there is 
no evidence of recent faulting or tilting. Since 
there is no historical evidence that initialton of 
the phase of discontinuous gullying .i5 the 

of a catastrophic event only human inter
ference and climatic change will be considered. 

(1) liuman Interference. This factor has to 
be considered' in relation to both catchment and 
floodplain vegetation. Its assessment is simplified 
by the facl that interference with the vegc'tation 
of the catchment slopes has been minimal. Apart 
from limited, lumbering activities in the 19th 
century and the clearing of a few small palches 
of basalt soils on the' divide the vegetation is 
almost undisturhed. There is no evidence of 
accelerated soil erosion ill' the basin. This is in 
agreement with evidence based on channel mor
phology at the head of the floodp[,ain tract that 
bedload tnmsport is very small. 

On the other hand, human interference with 
the tloodplain vegetation has been drastic. Clay
rich floodplains such a~ the one associated with 
the Tea Tree Rivulet uncler natural conditions 
support a very dense vegetation dominated by 
Leptospermum spp. Because of its fertile allnvi'aI 
soils and the absence of large trees the floodplain 
was cleared early in the history of settlement. 
This would have caused. increased erodibility of 
the floodplain and channel banks as well as 
increased flow velocities dose to the floodplain 
wrfa'Ce at time~ of overbank flow. It seems very 
likely that discontinuous gUllying began fol!low
lng ·floodplain clearing i11l the first' half of the 
19th century although there is no historical 
evidence 'to support this view. 

(2) Climatic Change. We can make some use 
of climatic records! although it mLlst be pointed 
out that such records do not go back to the time 
\vhen discontinuous gullying started. Daily rain
fall records have been keept since 1909 at the 
, BJ1Ockley' home'stead located near the contluence 
of the Tea Tree Rivulet and the Prosser but data 
are available onvy from 1915 onwards. T'hey 
have been analysed for the period- 1915-67 using 
the method first applied by Leopold (! 951). The 
daily rains for e,ach year WNe grouped into .three 
size das,es: J -49 points, 50-99 points and equal to 
or greater than tOOl points. In figure .5 annual 
frequencY' values for each size class arc pIoltcd 
against time in the form of five-year moving 
averages. For 'comparison five-year moving 
aveT'ages 'Of annual rainfall are' shown Oil the same 
graph. Of considerable interest is the marked 
upward trene! of small daily rains over the whole 
of the period. No such trends are evident in the 
case of the larger rains or when annllal rainfall 
is examined. 

The likely effects of increasing frequencies of 
small daily rains on the vegetation will be con
sidered only for the catchment vegetation since 
the floodplain vegetation has heen so strongly 
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affected bv human interference that the effects 
of climatic trends arc likely to be insignificant bj 
comparison. Leopold (1'95]) has pointed out 
that a decrease in the frequency of small rains 
wouldadv.::rselv affect the vegetation cover and 
recluce its protective role. Conversely, an increase 
in small rain frequencies would strengthen the vege
tation cover and increase its protective fUllct.ion. 
The trend lowanls an increasing frequency of 
small daily rains in the Tea Tree Valley over the 
period 1915-67 is. likely to have strengthened the 
vegetatron in the absence of significant human 
interference and this in turn musl have reduced 
the s'tcl'imenl vields. This may well have favoured 
the fu rtber development of discontinuous gullying 
over the same period. Since records from 
'Brockley' are available only from 19J5, and 

120 

discontinuous gullies started to develop before 
1874, one cannot say that increasing frequencies 
of small rains were a factor in initiating t.heir 
development. 

An attempt was made to extend back in time 
the frequency curve for smal'[ rains at ' Brockley' 
by comparing it with a similar curve for the 
Hobart slalion where a mllch longl'r record, is 
available. Howevcr. when curves for the two 
stations are compared over the period 1915-67 
the Hobart record shows a marked tremJ in the 
opposite direction towards decreasing small rain
fall frequencies although minoriluclUalions at 
both stations appear to he in phase. This is 
surprising as H1e two stations ~lre less than 40 
miles apart and their annual rainfall 
very similar but it is obvious that 

Rains 1-49 Pi';, 

100 

z 
~ 60 

Annual rainfall ,0 J> 
Z _z 

zc 
20 20 ~ 

o 
i917 1965 

YEARS 

FJG. 5,---Frequcl1cy of daily rains at < Brockley' plotted 
.in three size classes as five-year moving averages 
against time. For comparison five-year nl0ving 
<werages fur annual rainfall are alsu presented. 

record docs not provide a suitable basis for 
extending the 'Brockley' rainfall frequency 
curves. 

Another observation to be made from figure 5 
is that the pe.riud 1947-67 is marked by aboH' 
averagt~ vnlnes for annual rainfal1 as well as 
medium and large rains no doubt resulting 
ill a high frequency large discharges. This 
period represents the time interval between the two 
sets of vertical aerial photography which show SLlGh 
marh;d cxtensi'Oll of gullying over (he period. 
Field observation confirms thal rapid headcut 
migration coincides wi1h periods of flood discharge. 
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PLATE J 

FIG. I.-Eastern lobe of headcut of lower gully as it appeared in ]967. 

FfG. 2.--Erosional section of lower gully with an anastomosing pattern of low water cbanncIs cut jnto 
the hed. 
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PLATE H.-Oblique aerial view of upper part of flood plain tract of Tea Tree Rivulet showing nature and 
extent of gullying. 

[Photo: Vern Reid 


